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Thank you for your interest in arranging NSBA classes in Scandinavia!
This is a guide for show offices and show managements arranging NSBA classes.

Membership
To participate in a NSBA’s class rider and
horseowner(s) must be a member of either
NSBA Scandinavia or NSBA USA. You are
provided with a list of members from
NSBA’s board to check memberships.
Memberships are possible to get on site of
show. Membershipapplications are to be
fully complete and after show sent to
NSBA’s secretary.
We wish that new members would pay their
membershipfee to the showoffice to ensure
that people actually have paid before
entering a class!

Classes
Classes shall be held as all ages-classes to be
able to be countable to NSBA’s Year-End
Award ranking. Following classes are YearEnd award classes;
Western Pleasure
Trail
Western Horsemanship Western Riding
Showmanship at Halter
Hunter under Saddle
Hunt Seat Equitation
1&2yr-old cup
Preferably judge should place whole class
for our highpoint standings.

Running NSBA-classes
Warm-up
Before Western Pleasure and Hunter under
Saddle participant has the right to a 510minute warm-up in the show arena. Also
LongeLiners has a possibility to a 510minute warm-up before class starts.
Speaker presentation
Present NSBA Scandinavia:
NSBA Scandinavias purpose is to promote and
improve the quality of not only Western Pleasure
and Hunter Under Saddle in Scandinavia, but
also other performance classes which requires
horses with good gaits. In NSBA-classes 55% of
the entryfees are refunded to participants as
prizemoney.
In all NSBA classes horse and rider/handler
should be presented with following
information.
Horse name, breed, sex, age and breeding
Rider name
Owner name
Price ceremony
When class is finished participant lineup on
one of the short side of the arena. Winner of
class is announced first and rides up to
“pricemanagement” in the centerline of the
arena receives its price and remain. Second
place lines up behind and so on until price
ceremony is finished. When ceremony is
done participants are dismissed.
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Price money
Pricemoney-pot are from 55% of the entryfees. Added money should be added to the pot if there are
any. Money are split from following chart.
%-split in a class
Participants
in class
Participants
receiving
pricemoney
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9

Ribbons
If show management has requested ribbons
in advance NSBA’s will provide with
ribbons. First, second and third in each class
receives a ribbon. Sponsored prices are more
than welcome but on each
showmanagement responsibility to arrange
with.
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want to provide all our showoffices with
whatever they might need to run their show
just as smooth as you! And we want to keep
our members updated on their standing in
the run for the year-end award.

After show

Membershipfees should be paid within 14
days after show.
Payments from Sweden, Bankgiro
5261-0680

Showoffice should send membership
applications and complete results with
pricemoney to NSBA’s Secretary within 14
days from show. This is important since we

Payments from International Member
IBAN: SE16 8000 0838 1692 3795 3907
BIC: Swedsess
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